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Connect teams and streamline processes to design the future

Connect teams and streamline
processes to design the future
Concurrent design and engineering
streamlines the early stages of complex
projects involving multidisciplinary teams.
RHEA Group is a pioneer in the implementation
of concurrent design and the development
of platforms to support it. Our concurrent
design services include setup, training, handson support and audits. Using our unique,
standards-based, open source COMET™
software, powered by CDP4®, teams can
interact and share engineering models, designs,
data and documents in near real-time.
We can help you transform the design and
development of any complex physical entity,
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from small satellites to
naval ships to factories.
Concurrent design can also be used to analyze
and optimize complex programmes as varied
as cybersecurity, manning and automation,
programmes of requirements and systems of
systems.

For complex systems, concurrent
design can:
•	Reduce design time by a factor of four
•

Reduce cost by a factor of two.

RHEA Group – Your trusted source of concurrent design and engineering solutions

Our concurrent design and engineering solutions help you save money,
accelerate schedules and provide better outcomes for your customers
and end-users compared with traditional, sequential methods.

Streamline your
multidisciplinary team’s
communication and decisionmaking

Support management factbased decision-making and
enable smart buying with
a comprehensive, accurate
overview of any complex system

Increase productivity – ensure
every design session results in
concrete decisions

Enable security by design
through integration and analysis
of security needs from day one

Reduce changes during later
phases to save design time and
costs

Reduce the overall risk of any
project.

To find out more visit www.rheagroup.com
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High quality outcomes for all stakeholders
– quickly and cost-effectively
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Why invest in RHEA concurrent
design and engineering services?
Concurrent design is a proven, powerful design methodology
for the early design phases of multidisciplinary projects.

The concurrent design process:
	Enables a team to work directly
with the customer to establish their
requirements
	Makes it easier to identify
stakeholders and explicitly involve
them
	Provides a clear audit trail in the
design process
	Allows customer participation and
access to the design information in
our COMET™ software when used
as a supporting tool.

Two powerful solutions for effective concurrent design
RHEA is a pioneer in the design and implementation of concurrent design and engineering.
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Collaborative sessions
managed by RHEA experts

Our approach is based on creative
concurrent design sessions in
which multidisciplinary teams come together in
partnership with the final customer to discuss all
aspects of a complex product or system design.
These sessions are held in the early design stages
and help minimize changes in later phases. This
reduces the time and resources required to
finalize a project or bring a product to market.
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World-leading concurrent
design platform

Our unique COMET™ software
can be used independently by
any organization or as part of an overall RHEA
concurrent design service.
COMET is compliant with ECSS-E-TM-10-25A
(Annex A and C) and supports the ReqIF file
format standard.

RHEA Group – Your trusted source of concurrent design and engineering solutions

Applications and use cases
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Concurrent design and engineering has applications across many sectors. In addition to
hardware and software design, it can be used to optimize processes, analyze systems of
systems and assess programmes of requirements.

Supporting ESA’s Concurrent Design Facility
Our specialist team collaborates closely with the
European Space Agency’s Concurrent Design Facility
(ESA CDF) on the development of ‘domain specific’ tool
integration based on ECSS-E-TM-10-25 to improve the
flow of data and processes in the CDF. RHEA staff also
work onsite within the CDF where they are involved in the
execution of CDF studies and maintenance of the facility.

Concurrent engineering at the Dutch Ministry
of Defence
RHEA has worked with the Defence Materiel Organisation
(DMO), part of the Dutch Ministry of Defence, since 2019 to
apply the concurrent design methodology to major projects,
including the specification of new naval vessels, ground-based
systems and IT infrastructure. We are also providing training
and coaching, so that the DMO will be self-sufficient
in concurrent design by the end of the 3-year
programme.

Artist’s impression of the Anti
Submarine Warfare Frigate (ASWFrigate). Copyright: Dutch Ministry
of Defence

LOTUS – Next generation tactical
remotely piloted aircraft
We are leading the cybersecurity activities within the
European Union’s Low Observable Tactical Unmanned
Air System (LOTUS) consortium, which is prototyping
the next generation of tactical remotely piloted aircraft
systems. By employing COMET and our Security Aware
Concurrent Design Platform (SACDP), we are enabling
security by design for this complex multidisciplinary
programme, as well as optimizing both avionics and
ground station design.

Streamlining complex processes in the
maritime industry
We have supported the implementation of concurrent design
in the design phase for large luxury motor and sailing yacht
construction, including on-site training. The improved team
interaction resulted in higher quality design and saved time,
with the multidisciplinary design and engineering phases cut
from 8 to 5 months.

To find out more visit www.rheagroup.com
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Two decades of expertise in concurrent design
RHEA offers bespoke engineering solutions, system development and security services across
Europe and in Canada. We have nearly 30 years of experience in the security and professional
engineering services market and our experts have been providing concurrent design solutions
for nearly 20 years.

COMET™ – Enabling collaborative design
RHEA’s COMET enables multidisciplinary teams to work together efficiently on complex systems.
Check and analyze requirements, carry out all necessary calculations and validate models in real time.

Unleash your team’s potential
	Get access to a complete data set at any
time and keep track of all the changes made
on the model by the different team members.
	Use our COMET software development
toolkit to integrate other tools within the
ECSS-ETM-10-25A (Engineering Design
Model Data Exchange) ecosystem without
worrying about the intricacies of the
standard.
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	COMET web services provide a highperformance REST API (ECSS-E-TM-10-25A
Annex C) with full revision history. Find out
who made what change and when they made
it. Export selected models to an ECSS-E-TM10-25A Annex C.3 archive to exchange with
other organizations.

RHEA Group – Your trusted source of concurrent design and engineering solutions

RHEA COMET™ solutions
COMET is available in two versions:

Enterprise Edition – For the most demanding concurrent design
projects, with support from RHEA’s experts.

Community Edition – Open source licence offers exceptionally low
barrier to entry to our next generation concurrent design platform,
with access to the source code and desktop application.

RHEA Group COMET ™ features

Enterprise Edition

Community Edition

COMET-IME desktop application
& plugins

✓

✓

COMET Excel integration & plugins

✓

✓

COMET web services

✓

✓

On-premise update server

✓

✓

LDAP authentication

✓

✗

COMET batch editor

✓

✗

Support*

✓

✗

*Support services available with Enterprise Edition only; details dependent on service level agreement.
Please ask us for more information.

The concurrent design programme has made us more efficient and we
see results far more quickly. And it has been invaluable for team building.
Rajko Brokken, Change Manager, Netherlands Defence Materiel Organisation

To find out more visit www.rheagroup.com
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Effective, flexible, comprehensive
concurrent design. Streamline
your multidisciplinary team’s
communication and decision-making
and reduce changes in later phases. Ensure
better quality outcomes and improve customer
satisfaction. For complex systems, concurrent
design can reduce design time by a factor of
four and cost by a factor of two.
Practical support and expert
advice. Our experts will assess
your needs and support the
implementation of concurrent design
methodology in your organization, customizing
it to meet your needs. We can also provide
leadership and training, giving your team a solid
foundation in concurrent design.

COMET™ Enterprise and
Community Editions. Explore the full
potential of collaborative design with
the most advanced concurrent design
tool. Design and parametrize a complex system,
verify requirements, execute calculations and
analysis, and validate models in real time.
Design and engineer faster with
leaner processes. Implement
concurrent design methodology
at your own pace using COMET,
with optional support and advice, training and
on-site assistance. If your organization’s needs
go beyond this, we can tailor a concurrent
design implementation to meet your specific
requirements.

Contact us to find out more about our concurrent design and engineering
solutions and COMET software. Visit www.rheagroup.com
Belgium
RHEA Group (headquarters),
Avenue Einstein 8, 1300 Wavre, Belgium
Email: info@rheagroup.com
Tel: +32 10 48 72 50

About us
RHEA Group is a privately-owned professional engineering and solutions company, providing tailored engineering solutions,
system development and security services for space, military, government and other critical infrastructure organizations.
Since its creation in 1992, RHEA has built a reputation as a trusted partner, developing tailored solutions that help drive
organizational and cultural initiatives, leading to sustainable added value for its customers.
Headquartered in Belgium for its European operations and in Montreal for its North American operations, RHEA Group
employs over 600 people and has offices in Belgium, Luxembourg, UK, Czech Republic, Italy, France, Germany, Spain,
Switzerland, the Netherlands and Canada and works at clients’ premises throughout Europe and North America. RHEA is
ISO 9001 and ISO 27001 certified.
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